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Operations Work Group  

Thursday, January 26, 2012 
Via Polycom  

Meeting Notes 
In attendance:  Janell Brandhorst, Jim Donoghue, Dee Gethmann, Tim Glenn, David Happe,  

John Lee, Kirby Leland, Lisa Lohman, Melody Raub, Michelle Tressel, Cindy Weigel 

 
 

Item Notes 
 
1. Progress Monitoring 
Brief Background: This is a follow up to the conversation at the December 
meeting.  Lisa, Faye and Melody were asked to talk with service providers and 
share their input on the following: 

o How are your service providers reporting progress?  Bottom of goal 
page, report card and/or graph. 

o What gets in the consumer’s way in regard to progress monitoring? 
o What improvements can be made so that the consumer’s time on that 

task is more productive? 
 
Action Requested:  Dialogue 
 

 

 AEAs 8, 12 (via notes to Michelle) and 15 
provided input: 

o How are your service providers reporting 
progress?   
 AEA 8: combination of report card 

and graph; majority are graph; only 
support service staff use information 
at bottom of goal page; some use 
monitoring logs with parents 

 AEA 15: many SLPs and districts use 
the report card; some use the graph; 
some use all three methods so they 
don’t missing something 

 AEA 12: teachers and providers are 
using the report card and the graph. 
 The graph is used more than the 
report card, and the 'bottom of the 
goal page' is rarely used. 

 Generally speaking, there is not a 
consistent use of one of the options; 
there may be a belief that “if I do 
more and print out all three options, 
that’s better.” 

o What gets in the consumer’s way in 
regard to progress monitoring? Amount of 
time it takes to enter data, access the 
student, Internet, misunderstanding 
multiple methods, so many steps to take. 
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o What improvements can be made so that 
the consumer’s time on that task is more 
productive?  
 A faster way to access and enter 

progress monitoring data. 
 A print graph icon to print all graphs 

at one time 
 iPad apps 
 Access to all goals at the same time 

 The information provided from the field will be 
very helpful. 

 David Happe provided a comparison of the 2004 
and 1196 regs regarding reporting to parents.  
Refer to document posted in article. 

 Two ideas were discussed in regard to a lack of 
understanding about staff using multiple methods 
to regard to progress: 

o On Page G, add some text to help clarify 
that only 1 method is needed. 

o Address in 2013 training. 
 

 
2. Regarding the Release 
Brief Background: Michelle will explain the information contained in the document 
“Regarding the Release of Iowa IDEA”. 
 
Action Requested:  Dialogue 
 

 

 To date, the document “Regarding the Release of 
Iowa IDEA” has been shared with the OGC and 
two AEAs that had their on-site visit in the fall.   

 This document will be shared with the data entry 
personnel and web IEP and web IFSP 
administrators at a meeting on February 7. 

 Michelle reviewed the document which contains 
information on what the consumer can expect as 
well as what the programmers will be working on, 
over the next few years. 

 Refer to document posted in article. 
 

 
3. Testing Plan 
 

 

 This agenda item was added after the agenda 
was sent out. 

 This document will be shared with the data entry 
personnel and web IEP and web IFSP 
administrators at a meeting on February 7. 

 Kirby and Michelle are working on an expanded 
version which will include the IFSP.  The steps 
will be similar and the timelines will be different. 
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 There was some discussion about the need for 
common training across the state.  It was 
recommended that this topic be discussed in 
March or April at the Operations Work Group 
meeting.  

 Refer to document posted in article. 
 

 
4. Archives for V4 and V5 
Brief Background:  Kirby and Michelle will facilitate a discussion about what needs 
to be “kept” when archiving IEPs (e.g. final archive vs. all other versions).  For how 
long? 
 
Action Requested:  Dialogue 
 

 

 Each time an IEP is IMPlemented, a new archive 
is created.  

 A Final archive has everything in it.  State forms 
are included but not the attachment.  

 Kirby has seen at least one IEP with 9 archives. 

 Some updates (e.g. progress monitoring) are 
being made electronically and not via paper. 

 Unless someone tells the Center differently, we 
need to keep all versions of the archives – for 
legal purposes. 

 

 
5. Ideas for Potential New Development 
Brief Background: Kirby will lead a discussion of potential new development, after 
Phase II of the new system. 
 
Action Requested:  Discussion 
 

 

 The purpose for this item is to be prepared with 
some ideas, when the time is appropriate for 
ideas to be considered. 

 The big picture ideas are: 
1. Linking the special education document guide 

into the web IEP; if something similar in web 

IFSP, do the same.  Helpful information is 

embedded within the document “enhanced 

IFSP” 

2. To have a true paperless system, parents 

would have to be able to log into the system 

3. We can add rubrics to additional forms; 

rubrics would have to be designed (5x4) and 

they put in their own content 

4. Other additional forms (e.g. Extended School 

Year, Communication Plan) could be added. 

5. Modification of Progress Monitoring 

6. Report to print out goals and services from 

the print menu which included 

accommodations  

7. Easy way for gen ed teachers to have access 

to parts of the IEP that pertain to them. 
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8. Progress monitoring and graphing for IFSP 

(followed by mobile app) 

 

 
6. Grouping Students in IMS 
Brief Background:  The next steps are: 

a. From the new count file, Janell is going to review the districts and 
buildings that are discrepant from the DE district and building table. 

b. Two AEAs, which we feel have a wide range of programs, will be 
asked to “test” the grouping proposal 

 
Action Requested:  On hold  
 

 
This agenda item is on hold.   
 

 
 
 

 
Next meeting: Thursday, February 23 from 9:30 AM – 12:00 PM via Polycom 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 


